Mti	INTRODUCTION
BAHRAICH   ^4* Lat, 27° 34'        Long. 81° 36'
g.       s.       c.
Akbar	—	—	2
Bahraich is a copper mint of Akbar only? full and half-dams being known. In Akbar's time it was the head-quarters of a sarkar in the Province of Oudh.
BHAKKAR jL$
Lat. 31° 37'        Long, 71° 5'
G.	S.	C.
Akbar                          —	1	—
Shall Jahan                   —	5	—
Aurangzeb                    —	1	—
Muhammad Shah         —	1	1
Ahmad Shall                 —	1	—-
Bhakkar, a fortress on an island of the River Indus, was one of the sarkars in the Province of Multan. It was captured for the emperor Akbar in a.jel 981, and is given in the A'tin-t-Akbaw as a mint for copper only, Akbar's dams of Bhakkar are very scarce, and are absent from this Collection; Mr. C. J. Rodgers read the mint of silver coin No. 261, as Bhakkar, and I think the attribution is reasonably certain.
No coins of Jahanglr are known, but rupees of Shah Jahan exist of several types. On the Kalima-Ilahi type, the mint-name is spelt Bakkar. Coin No. 1289 is 'noteworthy, being a 'square areas' type rupee with an ilaM year and month—cp. the Surat rupees of, Mnrad Bakhsh. On some rupees of Shah Jahan, the mint-name is spelt Bakhar.
The peculiar issues of Aurangzeb's early years are not represented here—see L M. Gat, No. 1268. By 1083—Coin No, 1635—the usual type had been adopted. Later on the spelling of the mint-name is finally changed to Bhakhar.
After Aurangzeb, the mint of Bhakkar, or Bhakhar as it is now, becomes very rare. Rupees are known of Jahandar, Farruk^siyar, and Ahmad Shah, while I have definitely attributed the couplet rupee No. 2407 a to Muhammad Shah. This was tentatively assigned by Mr. C. J. Rodgers to Nekosiyar, and is still unique. Copper coins are known of Muhammad Shah only,
No gold coins have yet been found.

